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1 Introduction 
D5.4 includes the results achieved Task 5.4 at the end of the second year, and thus includes two parts: 

1. Evaluation results on single footprint detectors included in D3.3 and D3.5 

2. Proof-of-concept of REWIND’s automatic evaluation approach, with selected detector examples 

Both parts will refer to, wherever appropriate, to the terminology and IDs used for use cases (UC), detector 

candidates (DC), data sets (DS), which are described in D5.2 (an update of which, containing a few more 

detector descriptions, will be provided soon as D5.2-2). 

Part 2 will also refer to the XML annotation schema described in D5.2, and it is complemented by a major 

update of D5.3, D5.3-2, which is provided as an accompanying document. D5.3-2 includes a description of 

the testing service, the respective client for evaluation purposes, and usage of client and server software. 
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2 Evaluation of D3.3/D3.5 detectors 

2.1 DC-01 Image: Multiple JPEG compression detector Evaluation 
Inspired by the formalization and approach used for automatic testing, this chapter will use the following 

structure for the description of all D3.3 and D3.5 footprint detectors: 

1. detector description and interface (identified by DC-xy, see D5.2-2) 

2. relevant use cases (identified by UC-xy, see D5.2 and D5.2-2) 

3. evaluation criteria 

4. test set (identified by DS-xy, see D5.2 and D5.2-2) 

5. evaluation results 

2.1.1 Detector description / interface (DC-01) 

This tool allows detecting if an image has been JPEG compressed one, two, or three times. This is done 

exploiting the analysis of the distribution of the first significant digits of DCT coefficients, which is modeled 

according to Benford’s law, as shown in D3.2. 

The software is a graphical interface that allows a user to load an uncompressed image, compress it from 

one to three times with random quality factors within a range (in order to know the ground truth), and run 

the Benford’s law-based detector. The detector output is the estimated number of compression steps. The 

tool has been developed in MATLAB, but it makes use of an external Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

implementation written in C. 

2.1.2 Relevant use cases (UC-01, UC-02, UC-03, UC-04) 

This tool may be useful to prove the authenticity of an image. Indeed, after each editing step an image is 

compressed. Thus detecting the number of compressions applied to an image (or part of it) is a useful 

indicator for a forensic analyst to reconstruct the processing chain. 

2.1.3 Test set (DS-14) 

The dataset is composed by 15 original TIFF images from the UCID dataset representing different indoor 

and outdoor scenes, with their single, double, and triple JPEG-compressed versions. The number of single 

compressed images is 15, that of double compressed images is 15*18, and the triple compressed images 

are 15*246. The resulting number of images in the dataset (considering also the original ones) is 3990. 

2.1.4 Evaluation criteria 

In order to evaluate the tool, we tested its accuracy against the test set. To this purpose, we used the tool 

to detect the number of JPEG compression for every image in the dataset. We considered True Positives 

the images whose number of compression steps was correctly identified. The accuracy has been computed 

for images compressed one, two, and three times, as the ratio between the number of True Positives and 

the overall number of tested images. 
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2.1.5 Evaluation results 

Table 1 shows the detector accuracy for the tested images, when they are compressed one, two, or three 

times with different QP ranges. 

Number of compressions 1 2 3 

Accuracy 1 0.93 0.98 

Table 1 - Accuracy results for images JPEG-compressed multiple times 

2.2 DC-02 Image: Tool for Image Forensics 

2.2.1 Detector description / interface (DC-02) 

This tool allows to analyze the integrity of suspect regions in digital images. This is done exploiting some of 

the state-of-the-art results obtained in the Image Forensic research field, some of whom are part of the 

Deliverable D3.2 of the REWIND project. The tool embeds three forensic algorithms and provides a friendly 

graphical interface that helps the FA in viewing the image and its metadata (EXIF), selecting arbitrarily 

shaped suspect regions or performing fully-automatic forgery localization, and viewing the output of 

forensic tools in a friendly way. Furthermore, the tool embeds a decision fusion framework tailored to the 

Image Forensic scenario (presented at WIFS’11), that allows the user to get an unique final decision (as 

fusion of different algorithm outputs) on the integrity of the analyzed image regions. 

The software has been implemented using Matlab (tested on R2009a or better), and makes use of the 
Matlab JPEG Toolbox, by Phil Sallee, along with its compiled routines. Since this package makes use of the 
IJG’s free JPEG code library, this library is also included. 

The software provides two main interfaces: an Input GUI that allows the user getting basic info from image 

metadata and setup the analysis, and an Output GUI, that shows results obtained during the analysis. It 

allows the user to load information from EXIF data (if any) related to the image.  

The user can freely draw a polygon over the image, thus selecting an arbitrarily-shaped suspect region. This 

operation can be repeated several times to select more regions. Current selection can be saved into file to 

be loaded in future sessions.  

The user can also get a probability map of forgery using an embedded forgery localization algorithm. Colors 

that tend to red indicate more suspect. This step is considered as an intermediate phase of the analysis, 

helping the user in the identification of a suspect region, whose analysis should be completed with the 

synergic use of all the tools. 

2.2.2 Relevant use cases (UC-01 UC-04) 

The tool can analyze JPEG images, independently of their provenience. It is worth saying that common 

sharing platform like Flickr or Facebook perform some processing operations during the upload of images 

that will likely disrupt the footprints exploited by forensics tools, thus making forged images pass the 

authenticity analysis. 
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2.2.3 Test set (DS-12) 

The dataset is made of 70 original JPEG images and 70 hand-made forgeries, created by students starting 

from a set of JPEG images. Each forgery is equipped with a text file specifying the (ground truth) tampered 

region in terms of a bounding box. 

2.2.4 Evaluation criteria 

The output of the decision fusion framework is considered to be the output of the tool. Since this output is 

a belief value in the range [0,1], where lower values mean smaller belief of the analyzed region being 

tampered, the evaluation is carried using a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. To 

generate such a curve, the tool is used to analyze each file in the dataset (using the provided bounding 

box), then a threshold is applied and the binarized output is compared to the ground truth for every file in 

the dataset. In such a way, for each different threshold, a true positive rate is computed as the number of 

correctly identified forgeries divided by the total number of forgeries in the dataset; similarly, a false 

positive rate is computed as the number of images wrongly classified as forged divided by the number of 

untouched images. These two values define a point in the ROC, where the false positive rate is put on the x-

axis and the true positive rate is put on the y-axis. 

2.2.5 Evaluation results 

Figure 1 shows the obtained ROC curve. Only false positive rates lower than 0.3 are reported, since higher 

values are not considered of interest in a forensic context. The integral of the shown curve (commonly 

termed Area Under Curve, AUC) is 0.715. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: ROC curve obtained on the realistic dataset. The not-so-smooth 
behaviour is due to the limited size of the dataset. 
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2.3 DC-04 Image: Tool for Localizing Forgery via CFA Artifacts Analysis 

2.3.1 Detector description / interface (DC-04) 

This detector targets the forgery localization task in digital images. This task consists in revealing, in a 

totally blind fashion, whether a part of the image has been altered and localize that part.   

This specific detector works by searching for inconsistencies in the traces left during the demosaicing 

process. When a common camera is used to capture a color image, the light is filtered by the Color Filter 

Array (CFA) before reaching the sensor (CCD or CMOS), so that for each pixel only one particular color is 

gathered. Thus, to obtain the 3 color channels (red, green, and blue) starting from a single layer containing 

a mosaic of red, green, and blue pixels, the missing pixel values for the three color layers are obtained by 

applying the interpolation process, also referred to as demosaicing.  

The artifacts left in the image by the interpolation process can be analyzed to reveal image forgery. Ideally, 

an image coming from a digital camera, in the absence of any successive processing, will show demosaicing 

artifacts on every group of pixels corresponding to a CFA element. On the contrary, demosaicing 

inconsistencies between different parts of the image, as well as resampling artifacts in all or part of the 

analyzed image, will put image integrity in doubt. 

This detector measures the presence/absence of these artifacts even at the 2 × 2 block level, thus providing 

as final output a forgery map indicating with fine localization the probability of the image to be 

manipulated. 

The detector is provided as a command line tool, implemented as a set of Matlab functions (tested on 
R2009a or better). After installing the software, according to instructions in the Readme file, the user 
simply calls the main function - that is CFAloc - passing the following input arguments: 

1. [int[], mandatory ] the image I under analysis (e.g., I = imread(path), where path is the path 
of the folder where the image has been saved). ;  

2. [int[], mandatory] a 2 × 2 Bayer pattern BP of the green channel, which has to be expressed as BP = 
[0 1; 1 0]; for example;  

3. [int, mandatory] the dimension Nb of the feature (plausible values are {2, 4, 8});  

4. [int, mandatory] the number Ns of the blocks to be combined (plausible values are {2, 4, 8}), 
 where lower values for Nb and Ns result in a higher resolution but less reliable map. For instance, 

the user may write the following command [map, stat] = CFAloc(I,BP,Nb,Ns);  

The tool provides the following outputs: 

1. [double[] ] the log-likelihood map, that can be showed by typing figure, imagesc(map). This 

can be considered the main output of the detector, since the map allows to localize forged regions 

(blue regions indicate absence of CFA interpolation, i.e. higher probability of tampering) 

2. [double[] ] the employed statistics, before taking the logarithm. 
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2.3.2 Relevant use cases (UC-01 UC-04) 

This tool can be used to detect if part of an image has been modified and where the modification is located. 

The detector reaches its best performances when the analyzed image has not been compressed (e.g. it is 

available in TIFF format) or has been lossy compressed but very slightly.  

2.3.3 Test set (DS-02) 

[Citing from Deliverable 5.2, sec. 6.2] Each image of the dataset has been created by taking an 

uncompressed, RAW image file, removing traces of CFA interpolation from the central part of the image, 

and saving the resulting picture with lossless (TIFF) or lossy (JPEG) encoding. 

This models a common tampering procedure, in which a user cuts a portion from an image (source), pastes 

it on another image (host) and saves the resulting picture. Since choosing randomly source‐host couples 

would produce meaningless splicings, we actually use the same image as source and host, but, as said, CFA 

signature is no longer present in the central part of the final image. 

2.3.4 Evaluation criteria 

This detector allows localizing the forgery by producing a probability map. An effective way to evaluate the 

performance of such detectors is to consider the resolution unit of the probability map, binarize the output 

of the map using a threshold and compare it with the ground truth, thus establishing the false positive and 

true positive rates (see also Section 2.2.4). For example, if the probability map has a pixel precision, this 

means counting the number of pixels correctly classified as tampered or original. In our case, the map has a 

2x2 pixel precision. Detection and false alarm probabilities are computed for each image of the dataset and 

averaged together. A ROC curve (as defined in Section 2.2.4) is obtained by varying the threshold used to 

binarize the maps. 

Since the analyst cannot know which interpolation algorithm was used by the camera, the detector must 

use a predictor to “mimick” the interpolation process of the camera. We evaluate the performance of the 

detector using four different predictors (bilinear, bicubic, gradient-based, median). 

2.3.5 Evaluation results 

The ROC curve obtained using the detector over the mentioned dataset is reported in Figure 22. We can see 

that using the bilinear predictor yields the best performance; this is the reason why this prediction 

algorithm is set as the default one in the detector. 
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2.4 DC-06 Image: Tool for Image Recapture Detection and Acquisition Chain 

Identification 

2.4.1 Detector description / interface (DC-06) 

This image forensic tool provides a method for uncovering the acquisition history of a digital image.  It can 

retrieve the source of an image and can, therefore, be a useful tool for proving image integrity. The 

software has been implemented according to the technique presented in Deliverable D3.2 of the REWIND 

project (also presented at EUSIPCO 2012). The tool incorporates a graphical user interface (GUI) for the 

convenience of the user and was developed and implemented with Matlab (tested on R2010a or better). 

The method retrieves the image acquisition history using the blur patterns of edges or edge profiles which 

are the footprints of the acquisition devices left in images. The software allows users to load a query image 

to the program panel and the user can select a region of interest (ROI) in the query image which contains 

edges. Edge profiles then are extracted from selected rectangular regions before they are matched with 

elements in a dictionary database created from footprints from all possible devices.  The history of the 

query image is identified according to the best candidate obtained from the best matched dictionary atom. 

The program returns identification results in the form of a confidence level that represents the probability 

that the query image was created with a process similar to the one used in the best matched atom. The 

results are presented in a user-friendly way with a graphical histogram and description text.  The best 

candidate receives the highest probability and classification ambiguity can be measured by the level of 

confidence. 

The main features of the recapture detector tool can be summarized as follows: 

 The software is able to detect whether a query image is from a recapture or a single capture. 

Figure 2: ROC curve obtained by the detector on the dataset DS-02 
(uncompressed forgeries) 
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 If the image is obtained from an original single capture, the software tool is able to identify the source 

of the digital image. 

 If the image is recaptured, it is possible to identify the type of devices used in the recapture process as 

well as the order in which the recapture was performed. 

2.4.2 Relevant use cases (UC-06 UC-08) 

The tool can be used by a forensic analyst (FA) to detect whether an image has been recaptured from an 

LCD monitor. This can assist in identifying images that may have been tampered with and recaptured for 

the purposes of concealing the tampering operation. Detection of recaptured images may also help 

improve the security of a biometric authentication system based on face recognition. 

2.4.3 Test set (DS-05) 

The dataset used is a subset of DS-05 and comprises 160 digital images in the TIF format. The images are 

composed of 60 single capture and 100 recaptured images. In the single capture group, three different 

digital cameras were used to produce 20 images for each device. The recaptured images were generated by 

5 different combinations of recapture chains using the three devices resulting in 20 images for each group. 

2.4.4 Evaluation criteria 

The output of the program provides a label of the query image corresponding to the class of dictionary 

element. The performance of the proposed technique was evaluated from the correct rate of classification. 

This was measured as the ratio of number of images which are correctly classified to the total number of 

images.  The measurement was done on a group basis. 

The performance was evaluated from two aspects: rate of recapture detection and performance in 

acquisition chain identification.  The former measured, how well the algorithm detected recaptured images 

and the latter, the accuracy with which a test image was correctly classified into its respective group or 

processing chain. The evaluation results are shown in the confusion matrix in the next section. 

2.4.5 Evaluation results 

Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of the recapture detection performance obtained after running the 

algorithm on the test images. The method was shown to correctly detect recaptured images with a 98% 

true positive rate with only a 2% false negative rate. In addition, 93% of the single captured images were 

correctly classified. 

 

Table 2: Confusion matrix for recapture detection performance 
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The performance for acquisition chain identification is shown in Table 3. The correct identification rate was 
90%, 75%, and 80% for single capture groups using three cameras C1, C2, and C3 respectively. The 
approximate accuracy of the program estimated over all the recaptured images in the group was 81% and 
the overall classification rate (accuracy) was promising with a performance of 81.25%. 
 

 

Table 31: Confusion matrix for acquisition chain identification performance 

2.5 DC-09 Video: Codec detector Evaluation 

2.5.1 Detector description / interface (DC-09) 

This tool aims to detect the first codec used to compress a video sequence encoded twice. The proposed 

method relies on the fact that lossy coding is an almost idempotent operation, i.e., re-encoding the 

reconstructed sequence with the same codec and coding parameters produces a sequence that is highly 

correlated with the input one. As a consequence, it is possible to analyze this sort of correlation to identify 

the first codec provided that the second codec does not introduce severe quality degradation. 

The detector has been mainly developed in MATLAB, but it relies on some additional freeware applications 

(i.e., FFmpeg and Mencoder) and a C external routine. This tool is composed by two parts: i) the detector 

itself as a MATLAB function; ii) a graphical interface that allows a user to visualize the results. 

The detector takes as input the sequence (encoded twice with either combination of MPEG2, MPEG4, AVC, 

and DIRAC codecs) to analyze and some additional information related to the used codecs. The output is 

the estimated first codec (in the set composed by MPEG2, MPEG4, AVC, and DIRAC) and a MAT file that can 

be loaded into the GUI for graphical results representation. The syntax to call the function is  

codec1 = CodecDetect(file_in,codec2,QPcodec2,GOP2,GOP1); 

where codec1 is a string containing the name of the estimated first codec, file_in is the path the input 

video sequence, codec2 is name of the second codec, QPcodec2 is the Quantization Parameter (QP) of 

the second encoder, GOP2 is the Group Of Pictures (GOP) used by the second encoder, and GOP1 is the 

GOP used by the first encoder (here assumed to be known). 

2.5.2 Relevant use cases (UC-10) 

Video content is routinely acquired and distributed in digital format. Therefore, it is customary to have the 

content encoded multiple times. With this tool we turn our attention to the problem of identifying the first 
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video codec used for a sequence when it is coded twice. This is a rather common scenario that arises, for 

example, when a video sequence is uploaded to video sharing sites, or when it is the result of video editing.  

2.5.3 Test set (DS-06) 

The dataset is composed by single and double compressed video sequences. The original uncompressed 

sequences are also included. However, to test the tool, only videos encoded twice are used. 

These sequences are obtained starting from 6 uncompressed sequences (4 at CIF resolution and 2 at 4CIF 

resolution, measuring from 240 to 300 frames each). The single compressed ones are obtained encoding 

the original objects with any possible combination of 4 codecs (MPEG2, MPEG4 part 2, MPEG4 part 10 

H.264/AVC, and DIRAC) and 3 quality levels. Each of these encoded sequences is then re-encoded using any 

possible combination of 3 codecs (MPEG2, MPEG4, H.264/AVC) and 6 quality levels to obtain the double 

compressed sequences. The total number of sequences, including original ones, those encoded once, and 

those encoded twice is equal to 1374. 

2.5.4 Evaluation criteria 

To evaluate the tool, we tested every double-encoded sequence in the dataset. For each sequence we 

compared the detected first codec with the ground truth. We then computed a confusion matrix to show 

how many sequences encoded with a given first codec are detected as sequences encoded with that codec, 

and how many are detected as encoded with another codec. 

2.5.5 Evaluation results 

Tables 4-5 show codec detection accuracy as confusion matrix whose rows represent the used codecs, and 

columns the identified ones. Each table shows results for different rates of the codec used in the second 

coding step. Results are averaged considering all the sequences at different qualities in DS-06. 

 MPEG2 (detected) MPEG4 (detected) AVC (detected) DIRAC (detected) 

MPEG2 (used) 0.70 0 0.30 0 

MPEG4 (used) 0 0.63 0.34 0.03 

AVC (used) 0 0.23 0.75 0.02 

DIRAC (used) 0 0.02 0.16 0.82 

Table 4 - Codec identification confusion matrix (high quality second codec) 

 MPEG2 (detected) MPEG4 (detected) AVC (detected) DIRAC (detected) 

MPEG2 (used) 0.73 0.02 0.25 0 

MPEG4 (used) 0 0.60 0.37 0.03 

AVC (used) 0 0.06 0.88 0.06 

DIRAC (used) 0 0.04 0.18 0.79 
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Table 5 - Codec identification confusion matrix (mid quality second codec) 

 MPEG2 (detected) MPEG4 (detected) AVC (detected) DIRAC (detected) 

MPEG2 (used) 0.79 0 0.20 0.01 

MPEG4 (used) 0 0.50 0.42 0.08 

AVC (used) 0 0.03 0.85 0.12 

DIRAC (used) 0.01 0.07 0.33 0.58 

Table 5 - Codec identification confusion matrix (low quality second codec) 

2.6 DC-11 Video: Recapture detector Evaluation 

2.6.1 Detector description / interface (DC-11) 

This tool accommodates the scenario where a video is displayed on a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) monitor 

and recaptured by a camcorder perfectly aligned with the monitor and kept fixed on a tripod, with little or 

no jitter. The main idea is to detect whether a sequence has been recaptured, exploiting a characteristic 

ghosting artifact that is generated as a consequence of the lack of synchronization between the camera and 

the monitor. It is important to stress that there is no easy way to control the synchronization between 

camera and monitor, making ghosting artifacts a robust footprint for recapture detection. Given a video 

sequence, this tool is then able to detect if such ghosting artifact is present, and thus if the sequence has 

been recaptured or not. 

The tool is composed by two parts: i) the detector fully developed using MATLAB; ii) a graphical interface to 

graphically show a more in depth analysis of the results. The detector is a MATLAB function that can be 

called with the following syntax: 

RecapDetect(path_to_folder); 

where path_to_folder is the path to the folder containing the frames to be analyzed (as png files, as 

explained in D3.5). This function output is a series of MAT files that can be fed to the interface to visualize 

the information about recapturing detection. 

2.6.2 Relevant use cases (UC-14) 

Video forensics is becoming a popular field of research and an increasing number of forensic techniques 

have been proposed in the last few years. However, a simple yet effective method to fool many detectors 

consists in recapturing a video sequence with a camcorder. For this reason being able to detect video 

recapture is a topic of interest for a forensic analyst. 

2.6.3 Test set (DS-13) 

The test set is composed by 18 sequences: i) 9 original sequences, ii) and the 9 recaptured versions. Each 

sequence is composed by 30 frames with a good amount of motion, and the resolution is 960x540 pixels. In 

order to feed them to the detector, a user should convert each frame to a still-image PNG file. However, 

this can be easily done with many freeware tools (e.g., FFmpeg). 
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2.6.4 Evaluation criteria 

To evaluate this tool, we tested it on groups of 30 frames extracted from each sequence in the test set. The 

accuracy has been then computed comparing detection results with the ground truth. More specifically, we 

considered a True Positive every recaptured sequence identified as recaptured, and every original sequence 

identified as non-recaptured. The accuracy has been computed as the total number of True Positives 

divided by the number of sequences. 

2.6.5 Evaluation results 

This tool relies on a threshold to detect recapturing. Indeed, the detector assigns a number N between 0 

and 1 to each sequence, where N=0 means that no recapturing artifacts has been detected, and N=1 means 

that all the artifacts that have been detected indicate recapturing. Since this number can be seen as a sort 

of probability of recapturing, we computed the accuracy setting the threshold to 0.5. In doing so, the 

sequences whose N is less than 0.5 are detected as original, and those for which N is greater than 0.5 are 

considered recaptured. Setting this threshold we obtain an accuracy of 89% as shown in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: ROC curve for recapturing detection 

2.7 DC-13 Video: Streaming source detector Evaluation 

2.7.1 Detector description / interface (DC-13) 

This detector aims at detecting the source (terrestrial or satellite) a streamed video was obtained from. Due 

to the different total rate of DVB-T and DVB-S streams, it is expected that the footprints left by the 

statistical multiplexing in each streamed program will be also different. The differences in the 

characteristics of the constant rate bursts of IPTV streamed contents are exploited by the proposed 

detector. 

A software implementation of this detector has been elaborated, leading to an IPTV Streaming source 

classification tool (cf. Section 3.3 in D3.5). This tool has been developed using C and GTK+ toolkit and 
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provides an easy-to-use GUI. The graphical interface allows the user to capture an IPTV program through 

the Ethernet interface, analyze the IPTV bitrate and execute the classification system in order to identify 

the video source. The main components of the GUI are: 

1. A video player that decodes and shows in real-time the IPTV program while it is being captured. 

2. A text box showing information about the captured program such as averaged bitrate and the 

video time captured. 

3. A plot box illustrating the IPTV instant bitrate along the time. 

4. A control panel that provides graphical elements and buttons to start, stop and configure the video 

captures. 

5. A classifier box with controls for launching the classification system based on a SVM. The result of 

the classification is shown in this box. 

Although the graphical interface of the software tool provides all these components, the default I/O 

interface of the detector is given by: 

 Input: a string with the RTP address and UDP port to access the streamed video. 

 Output: a string indicating the source of the video, i.e., DVB-T (terrestrial) or DVB-S (satellite). 

The detector can also be configured to work with a custom classification model, in which case it is 

necessary to consider the following parameterized I/O interface: 

 Input 1: a string with the RTP address and UDP port to access the streamed video. 

 Input 2: a string indicating the path for loading the customized classification model. 

 Output: a string indicating the source of the video, i.e., DVB-T (terrestrial) or DVB-S (satellite). 

2.7.2 Relevant use cases (UC-19) 

The most suitable scenario where this detector can be potentially applied is the multicasting of third party 

video contents. In this case, an IP video provider wants to stream content over a network (e.g., via Internet) 

without proper license and respective payment; for that purpose, he captures content from a legal 

broadcaster, i.e., a broadcaster that has paid to the content owner (typically, the content producer) for the 

licensed video, and distribute it over the IP network by using the IPTV standard. The content owner 

becomes aware of the unauthorized distribution by the IP video provider and wants to determine the 

streamed content source in order to gain knowledge of the IP content provider, and possibly to trace him. 

2.7.3 Test set 

For the performance evaluation of the detector, two datasets are used: 
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1. Time-shifted streaming: it is composed of 102 streamed satellite programs from the Transport 

Streams (TSs) shown in Table 4 and 33 streamed terrestrial programs from the ones shown in Table 

5. 

2. Live streaming:  it is composed of 73 streamed satellite programs from the TSs listed in Table 6 and 

the same 33 streamed terrestrial programs of Table 5, but at different time intervals. 

Satellite Orbital Pos. Frequency (GHz) Polarity 

Hotbird 13º E 11.411 H 

Hotbird 13º E 11.542 V 

Hotbird 13º E 10.876 V 

Hotbird 13º E 11.804 V 

Hotbird 13º E 10.992 V 

Astra 28.2º E 10.906 V 

Astra 19.2º E 11.954 H 

Astra 19.2º E 12.110 H 

Hotbird 13º E 11.138 H 

Eurobird 9º E 11.919 V 

Astra 19.2º E 11.837 H 

Hotbird 13º E 12.149 V 

Astra 28.2º E 10.773 H 

Hotbird 13º E 11.785 H 

Table 4: DVB-S Transport Streams used for the experiments (time-shifted streaming dataset) 

Digital Channel Frequency (MHz) 

39 618 

63 810 

45 666 

58 770 
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48 690 

68 850 

54 738 

66 834 

Table 5: Vigo area (Spain) DVB-T Transport Streams used for the experiments (time-shifted and live streaming datasets) 

 

Satellite Orbital Pos. Frequency (GHz) Polarity 

Hotbird 13º E 12.111 V 

Hotbird 13º E 11.542 V 

Hotbird 13º E 10.873 V 

Hotbird 13º E 11.804 V 

Hotbird 13º E 10.992 V 

Hotbird 13º E 10.723 V 

Hotbird 13º E 11.138 H 

Hotbird 13º E 12.149 V 

Hotbird 13º E 11.785 H 

Table 6: DVB-S Transport Streams used for the experiments (live streaming dataset) 

2.7.4 Evaluation criteria 

To achieve an in-depth evaluation of the classifier system performance, the Receiver Operating 

Characteristic (ROC) will be taken into account. Furthermore, the following specific values will be provided: 

   
 : stands for the probability of wrongly classifying an IPTV stream generated from DVB-S as being 

DVB-T-generated. 

   
 : is the probability of wrongly classifying an IPTV stream generated from DVB-T as being DVB-S-

generated. 

   : corresponds to the average classification error probability. 

The performance is obtained by using cross-validation, i.e., those samples which are not in the training set 

are used for testing the performance of the SVM system. A total of 500 realizations are considered for the 
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training and test sets partition. The variability of the system performance with respect to its average value 

will be also reported through the standard deviation values of the above parameters:      ,      and    . 

2.7.5 Evaluation results 

According to the evaluation criteria exposed on the previous section, the obtained results are split in two 

parts, due to the use of the two distinct datasets described above: 

1. Results for the time-shifted streaming dataset: 

Framework parameters Results over 500 realizations 

Cross-validation over blocks. 

Training: 410 blocks. 

Test: 276 blocks. 

Kernel function: RBF. 

SVM parameters:       ,      . 

  
       ,            

  
       ,            

        ,           

 

The ROC curve corresponding to these results is shown in Figure 3. 

2. Results for the live streaming dataset: 

Framework parameters Results over 500 realizations 

Cross-validation over programs. 

Training: 64 programs ( 320 blocks). 

Test: 42 programs ( 210 blocks). 

Kernel function: RBF. 

SVM parameters:     ,      . 

  
       ,           

  
       ,           

        ,          

 

     The ROC curve corresponding to these results is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure3: ROC curve for time-shifted streaming classification. 

 

 

Figure4: ROC curve for live streaming classification. 
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2.8 DC-21 Audio: Tool for Detecting Fake-Quality MP3 Files 

2.8.1 Detector description / interface (DC-21) 

This detector allows to understand whether an MP3 file had been previously encoded at a lower quality, 

and to classify the previous bit rate. This is done by analyzing the Modified Discrete Cosine Transform 

(MDCT) coefficients of the file that are processed during MP3 encoding in a specific way. If a double MP3 

encoding is detected, the tool classifies the bit rate of the previous encoding as being one in the set {64, 96, 

128, 192} kbps. The method may not work if the file has been modified between the two encodings.  

The detector is provided as a command line tool, implemented with a set of Matlab functions (tested on 
R2009a or better).  

The main script is MP3_double_encoding_detector.m, and the following input arguments are expected: 

1. [string, mandatory] the path to the MP3 file to be analyzed  

2. [string, mandatory] the path to the folder where the lame executable has been installed (see 

detector documentation).  

3. [boolean, optional (defaults to 0)] binary value that enable/disable the plotting of the estimated 

and observed MDCT coefficients histograms.  

The tool returns the following output arguments: 

1. is_double_compressed [boolean] that indicates if double compression was detected (1) or not (0) 

2. previous_bitrate_est [integer]. If double compression was detected, this argument provides the 

“estimation” of the bitrate used for the first encoding. Otherwise, it takes value NaN. 

3. dist [float[] ]. 1-by-2 array containing the Kullback-Leibler and Chi-Square distances between the 

observed and calibrated histograms. The second element of the array is the one that has been used 

for taking the final decision.  

For instance, the user may write the following command: 

MP3_double_encoding_detector(’./audiosamples/double_comp/river52_160_192.

mp3,’./inst_lame/bin/lame’,1); 

That will produce the following output: 

Analyzing file river_52_160_192.mp3... 

Double MP3 compression detected! 

Chi-Square Distance = 0.0139  ----  Kullback-Leibler Divergence = 0.0319 

Previous bit rate estimate: 160 
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2.8.2 Relevant use cases (UC-20) 

The “fake quality” problem arises when someone claims that an audio file (in our case, a MP3 file) has been 

encoded with a certain quality, but the file was actually obtained by re-encoding a lower quality file. For 

example, one may start from a MP3 file encoded with a bit rate of 64 kilobit per second (kbps), re-encode it 

with a 192kpbs bit rate and sell the file as a high-quality content. Since each encoding step discards some 

information, the file will never benefit from being re-encoded, no matter how high what the final quality is. 

2.8.3 Test set (DS-11) 

The detector has been tested on an audio dataset that was built trying to represent as much as possible 

heterogeneous sources. To this aim, the database includes uncompressed audio files belonging to four 

different categories: Music: royalty free music audio tracks, with 5 different musical styles, Speech: music 

audio files containing dialogues, Outdoor: audio files relative to recording out- doors, and Commercial: file 

containing dialogues combined with music, as often happens in advertising. Each category collects about 17 

minutes of audio divided into 250 segments 4 s long, for a total of 1.000 uncompressed audio files. Each file 

has been compressed, in dual mono, with bit-rate BR1 chosen in [64, 96, 128, 160, 192] kbit/s, obtaining 

5.000 single compressed MP3 files. Finally, these files have been compressed again using as BR2 one of the 

bit-rate values (also the same value as the first one was considered) achieving 25.000 MP3 double 

compressed files. Among these, 10.000 files have a difference ∆ = BR2 − BR1 between the second and the 

first bit-rate which is positive, taking value in [32, 64, 96, 128] kbit/s; 10.000 files have a negative difference 

∆ taking value in [−128,−96,−64,−32] kbit/s and 5.000 files have ∆ = 0.  

On the whole, 30.000 MP3 files, including 5.000 single compressed files, compose the dataset. 

2.8.4 Evaluation criteria 

Since the detector performs both double encoding detection and previous bit rate classification, two 

different evaluation criteria have been adopted, one for each task.  

Performances for double encoding detection have been evaluated by generating the ROC curve for the 

detector (see Section 2.2.4 for an explanation of what a ROC curve is). In particular, the experiment is 

separated in two parts: in the first one, the detector is asked to detect double encoded files for which the 

second encoding is at a higher bit rate than the first one (i.e., ∆>0, the “classic” bit rate fraud scenario) 

while in the second part the detector is asked to detect double encoding having ∆≤0. 

Concerning the evaluation of previous bit rate classification, confusion matrices are used to measure 

performance. Given an indexed set of possible classes C (in our case the set of possible previous bitrates), a 

confusion matrix is a matrix having |C| columns and |C| rows. The element in the (i,j)-th position give the 

probability (evaluated over all the dataset) that the output of the detector is the C(j) element when the 

actual class of the was C(i). Therefore, an ideal classifier would have a diagonal confusion matrix, since its 

output would always coincide with the ground truth. In the detector, a different k-Nearest Neighbor 

classifier is adopter for each possible value of the last bit rate (that is, of course, observable by the analyst), 

so several confusion matrices can be calculated, one for each classifier. 
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2.8.5 Evaluation results 

Figure 5 shows the ROC obtained by the proposed tool on the two parts of the dataset.      As we can see, 

when the bit rate of the second encoding is higher than the one of the first (i.e., when we are in a bit rate 

fraud scenario, blue line), the detector yields perfect discrimination (Area Under Curve = 1). On the other 

hand, the detector is not able to detect double encoding when the second bit rate is lower than or equal to 

the previous (green line). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Concerning bit rate classification, Figure 6 and Figure 7 report the confusion matrices for BR2 equal to 128 

and 192 respectively.  

 

 

 

 

Table6: confusion matrix for BR2 = 192 

Figure 5: ROC curve for double encoding detection. The blue line 
shows the performance of the detector in the bit rate fraud 

scenario (second bit rate higher than the first). The green line 
shows that the tool is not able to detect double encoding when the 

second bit rate is lower than or equal to the previous one. The 
black line is the theoretical output of a random classifier. 
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Table 7: confusion matrix for BR2 = 128 
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3 Automatic Evaluation Approach 

3.1 General Approach and overview 
REWIND started out with the assumption that fine-grain, structured XML annotations based on a respective 

schema are essential for three goals: 

A. To support detector development, by providing detailed information about how content has been 

created and processed. 

B. To share test content and annotations. 

C. To support testing of detectors. 

Providing the annotation XSD, content and annotations for several datasets (both described in D5.2), and 

the development of a service to store, visualize and share datasets (described in D5.3) realized goals A+B. 

As for goal C, T5.4 aimed at basing upon all the aforementioned work to provide an approach and software 

to perform objective, automatic testing, at least for some selected detectors. In the following, the approach 

and implementation is described, and followed with some first detector examples for automatic testing as a 

proof-of-concept. 

One of the points differentiating the REWIND approach from (the few) other existing approaches regarding 

automatic testing, such as applied e.g. for MIREX, is decentralization: The requirement was to design the 

process in a way that does not require submission and central integration of the evaluated components, 

but leaves the evaluated components in their developers’ domains. 
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The overall approach can be best described starting from the 

actual evaluation workflow, as described in Figure 2, which is 

described in more detail in the accompanying document D5.3-2:  

1. The detector provider aka evaluee prepares and uploads a 

“detector spec” XML to the server, i.e., the detector 

interface including inputs and outputs, using a dedicated 

schema, the DetectorInOut XSD. This just needs to be 

done once per detector. 

2. The evaluator (which may or may not be the same person 

as the detector provider) prepares and uploads a “use case 

test spec” XML to the server, i.e., a definition of how a use 

case is to be evaluated, using a dedicated schema, the 

UseCaseTestDef XSD. This just needs to be done once per 

use case. 

3. The evaluee now configures a client software (currently 

implemented in python, but this can be easily migrated to 

other platforms and languages) so that it works with the 

specific detector, by modifying a configuration file. The 

purpose of the client script is to automate all client-server 

communication and locally call the detector. 

4. The evaluator is now able to configure a concrete test 

case. As soon as both DetectorInOut XML and 

UseCaseTestDef XML are present, the server is able to find 

matching use case test specs to a given detector spec, and vice versa. It is also able to automatically 

find suitable annotation chains as test content (the annotation chains are defined by another 

auxiliary schema, ContentAnnotationChain XSD) using semantic processing and search within the 

annotation graph using XPATH/XQUERY. Once these points are selected and confirmed using the 

web frontend of the server, the test case is finalized and can be used for a test run. 

5. This is the actual test run, using the client software. Assuming proper configuration, the script 

works now completely automatically (see Figure 3), requesting random input (most importantly, 

content) from the server, providing it to the local detector, and providing the results from the 

detector back to the server, thus enabling the server to perform evaluation of the results. The 

process is performed step by step, enabling stopping and continuing of the process any time, and 

also enabling logging of response time (to avoid manipulation of detector results). 

6. The evaluation summary for the overall test set is presented via client script. Via server web 

frontend, it is also possible to request not only the summary, but also detailed evaluation results of 

every single evaluation step. If configured for development purposes, test runs can be easily reset 

and repeated using the web frontend. Of course, this is not possible for real evaluation. 

Figure 2: Automatic detector testing approach 
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Figure 3: eval protocol 

 

3.2 Overview of new schemas used 
The aforementioned schemas will be outlined in the following, briefly describing the possibilities and 

limitations of the current implementation: 

 Content annotation chains XSD: One simple auxiliary schema required for the semantic processing 

of annotations is the availability of an annotation chain XSD, which is described in 4.1. Apart from 

aggregating several annotations to chains using the annotation schema (see D5.2), it also 

introduces storage for graph information, which is currently necessary for semantic processing and 

search on the server. It might be substituted by using different technologies in the future. 

 Detector spec XSD: The detector interface specification is key to allow the server to provide 

syntactically correct input to the client, and to process the client results for evaluation purposes. 

The schema is described in 4.2. It supports processing of primitive data types and arrays (boolean, 

int, float, int[], boolean[], float[]), strings/enumerations  and string/enumeration arrays, and file 

references as input and output. 

 Use Case evaluation definition: The use case evaluation definition as described in 4.3 is the core 

element of the evaluation process. It is based on the idea of content/annotation pools. Using 

XPATH expressions, it is defined which chains are valid for a pool, and several content/annotation 

pools (e.g. one for positive testing, one for negative testing) can be defined and tied to one test 

case definition. In addition to this pool selection, the schema also provides an mapping from 
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annotations elements within a chain to a detector, thereby determining which input will be 

provided to a detector, and against which data its output should be evaluated. The mappings are 

abstract, allowing easy addition of new detectors to a use case evaluation, and vice versa. Finally 

and most importantly, the schema defines how results are to be evaluated, using four basic types 

of evaluation: AssertTrue and AssertFalse for binary classification, AssertEquals for multiclass 

classification, and AssertMatches for determining whether estimated values are within a given 

relative / absolute tolerance, or to provide the deviation respectively. 

3.3 Selected Automatic Evaluation Examples 
The described approach could be validated using four detectors (DC-02, DC-09, DC-16 and DC-19), ranging 

from small to big data sets, and including binary and multiclass classification, and assessment of deviation 

of estimated outputs. One of the four detectors, DC-02, will be described in more detail in the following as 

an example. 

The detector DC-02 "Image Splicing Detection - Not Aligned JPEG Compression detector" has been tested 

using two different test cases. Both test cases are about image splicings that have been obtained by pasting 

part of a JPEG image into an uncompressed image, and then performing a final JPEG compression. 

Each test consists of providing the detector as input an image and a suspect region that must be analyzed, 

and expecting a binary classification and confidence value for the presence of tampering as detector 

output. 

The first test case includes a group of 500 spliced images and 500 original images distributed among teo 

pools for positive/negative testing. As it is known that a higher quality setting for the final compression step 

simplifies the detection task, a second test case has been designed, using two pools with 100 spliced and 

100 original images each, but only considering images where the last JPEG compression had a quality 

>85/100. Not surprisingly, the results for the 2nd test case are better than for the 1st.  

3.3.1 Detector Spec 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<n1:DetectorInOut xsi:schemaLocation="rewind DetectorInOut_v0.2.xsd" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:n1="rewind"> 
     <DetectorId>2</DetectorId> 
     <Name>Image splicing detection - Not Aligned Double JPEG Compression detector</Name> 
     <Version>v1.0</Version> 
     <Comm> 
          <CommType>CalledViaRest</CommType> 
          <CommEndpoint>https://extern.idmt.fraunhofer.de:8443/test</CommEndpoint> 
     </Comm> 
     <Arg Id="1" Type="in" IsMandatory="true"> 
          <Description>The JPEG image file to be analyzed</Description> 
          <FileRef> 
               <RefType>msts_hash_sha256</RefType> 
               <RefType>msts_id</RefType> 
               <RefType>msts_uuid</RefType> 
          </FileRef> 
     </Arg> 
     <Arg Id="2" Type="in" IsMandatory="true"> 
          <Description>Suspect region upper left point [X]</Description> 
          <Primitive>int</Primitive> 
     </Arg> 
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     <Arg Id="3" Type="in" IsMandatory="true"> 
          <Description>Suspect region upper left point [Y]</Description> 
          <Primitive>int</Primitive> 
     </Arg> 
     <Arg Id="4" Type="in" IsMandatory="true"> 
          <Description>Suspect region bottom right point [X]</Description> 
          <Primitive>int</Primitive> 
     </Arg> 
     <Arg Id="5" Type="in" IsMandatory="true"> 
          <Description>Suspect region bottom right point [Y]</Description> 
          <Primitive>int</Primitive> 
     </Arg> 
     <Arg Id="6" Type="out"> 
          <Description>Splicing detection</Description> 
          <Primitive>bool</Primitive> 
     </Arg> 
     <Arg Id="7" Type="out"> 
          <Description>Splicing confidence (higher values mean stronger confidence for tampering)</Description> 
          <Primitive>float</Primitive> 
     </Arg> 
</n1:DetectorInOut> 

3.3.2  Test Case Spec #1 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<n1:UseCaseTestDef xsi:schemaLocation="rewind UseCaseTestDef_v0.3.xsd" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:n1="rewind"> 
     <TestDefId>1</TestDefId> 
     <UseCaseId>1</UseCaseId> 
     <PoolSelection Id="1"> 
          <ChainSelection> 
               <HasElement Value="Image" MinOccurences="1">MediaType 
               </HasElement> 
               <HasElement Value="JPEG" MinOccurences="2">Codec</HasElement> 
          </ChainSelection> 
          <ChainValidation> 
               
<Xpath>count(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction[Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"])>=2 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>at least two JPEG encoding/transcoding steps involved? 
               </Description> 
               <Xpath>count(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction[Edited/Insert])=1 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Has an insertion been performed?</Description> 
          </ChainValidation> 
          <Data Id="1"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentIdentifier/Identifier/Hash)[last()] 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>get hash from content to last JPEG encoding/transcoding 
                    step/ 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="2"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction/Edited/Insert/Position/BoundingBox/UpperLeftPo
int/xCoord[last()]) 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region 
                    (x-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
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          </Data> 
          <Data Id="3"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction/Edited/Insert/Position/BoundingBox/UpperLeftPo
int/yCoord[last()]) 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region 
                    (y-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="4"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction/Edited/Insert/Position/BoundingBox/BottomRight
Point/xCoord[last()]) 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get bottom right point of the suspect region 
                    (x-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="5"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction/Edited/Insert/Position/BoundingBox/BottomRight
Point/yCoord[last()]) 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get bottom right point of the suspect region 
                    (y-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="6"> 
               <Xpath>1</Xpath> 
               <Description>Ground truth for this pool.</Description> 
          </Data> 
          <!--This is the POSITIVE class pool (i.e., images that underwent the splicing) --> 
     </PoolSelection> 
     <PoolSelection Id="2"> 
          <ChainSelection> 
               <HasElement Value="Image" MinOccurences="1">MediaType 
               </HasElement> 
               <HasElement Value="JPEG" MinOccurences="1">Codec</HasElement> 
               <HasNotElement Value="Edit">PerformedAction</HasNotElement> 
          </ChainSelection> 
          <ChainValidation> 
               <Xpath>count(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction[Edited/Insert])=0 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Ensure the image was not edited.</Description> 
          </ChainValidation> 
          <Data Id="7"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentIdentifier/Identifier/Hash)[last()] 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>get hash from content to last JPEG encoding/transcoding 
                    step/ 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="8"> 
               
<Xpath>round(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    
PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentProperties/ImageProperties/Size/Height[last()] 
                    div 2) - 127 
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               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region, defined as 
                    [height(image)/2-127 width(image)/2-127] (x-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="9"> 
               
<Xpath>round(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    
PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentProperties/ImageProperties/Size/Width[last()] 
                    div 2) - 127 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region, defined as 
                    [height(image)/2-127 width(image)/2-127] (y-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="10"> 
               <Xpath> 
                    
round(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    
PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentProperties/ImageProperties/Size/Height[last()] 
                    div 2) + 128 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region, defined as 
                    [height(image)/2+127 width(image)/2+127] (x-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="11"> 
               <Xpath> 
                    
round(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    
PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentProperties/ImageProperties/Size/Width[last()] 
                    div 2) + 128 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region, defined as 
                    [height(image)/2+127 width(image)/2+127] (y-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="12"> 
               <Xpath>0</Xpath> 
               <Description>Ground truth for this pool</Description> 
          </Data> 
     </PoolSelection> 
     <DetectorMapping> 
          <DetectorId>2</DetectorId> 
          <PoolMapping Id="1"> 
               <InputPrep> 
                    <DataId>1</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>1</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>2</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>2</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>3</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>3</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>4</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>4</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>5</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>5</DetectorArgumentId> 
               </InputPrep> 
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               <OutputEval> 
                    <AssertTrue GroupId="1">6</AssertTrue> 
               </OutputEval> 
               <Presentation> 
                    <ShowDeviation GroupId="2" DataId="6">7</ShowDeviation> 
               </Presentation> 
          </PoolMapping> 
          <PoolMapping Id="2"> 
               <InputPrep> 
                    <DataId>7</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>1</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>8</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>2</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>9</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>3</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>10</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>4</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>11</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>5</DetectorArgumentId> 
               </InputPrep> 
               <OutputEval> 
                    <AssertFalse GroupId="1">6</AssertFalse> 
               </OutputEval> 
               <Presentation> 
                    <ShowDeviation GroupId="3" DataId="12">7</ShowDeviation> 
               </Presentation> 
          </PoolMapping> 
     </DetectorMapping> 
</n1:UseCaseTestDef> 

3.3.3 Evaluation Results #1 

Group ID 1 Splicing detection 

True Positives 304 

True Negatives 414 

False Positives 3 

False Negatives 113 

Recall 0.7290167865707434 

Accuracy 0.8609112709832134 

Precision 0.990228013029316 

3.3.4 Test Case Spec #2 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<n1:UseCaseTestDef xsi:schemaLocation="rewind UseCaseTestDef_v0.3.xsd" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:n1="rewind"> 
     <TestDefId>2</TestDefId> 
     <UseCaseId>1</UseCaseId> 
     <PoolSelection Id="1"> 
          <ChainSelection> 
               <HasElement Value="Image" MinOccurences="1">MediaType 
               </HasElement> 
               <HasElement Value="JPEG" MinOccurences="2">Codec</HasElement> 
          </ChainSelection> 
          <ChainValidation> 
               
<Xpath>count(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction[Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"])>=2 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>at least two JPEG encoding/transcoding steps involved? 
               </Description> 
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               <Xpath>count(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction[Edited/Insert])=1 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Has an insertion been performed?</Description> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Quality)[last()]>80 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Is the quality of last JPEG compression > 80?</Description> 
          </ChainValidation> 
          <Data Id="1"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentIdentifier/Identifier/Hash)[last()] 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>get hash from content to last JPEG encoding/transcoding 
                    step/ 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="2"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction/Edited/Insert/Position/BoundingBox/UpperLeftPo
int/xCoord[last()]) 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region 
                    (x-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="3"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction/Edited/Insert/Position/BoundingBox/UpperLeftPo
int/yCoord[last()]) 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region 
                    (y-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="4"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction/Edited/Insert/Position/BoundingBox/BottomRight
Point/xCoord[last()]) 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get bottom right point of the suspect region 
                    (x-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="5"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction/Edited/Insert/Position/BoundingBox/BottomRight
Point/yCoord[last()]) 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get bottom right point of the suspect region 
                    (y-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="6"> 
               <Xpath>1</Xpath> 
               <Description>Ground truth for this pool.</Description> 
          </Data> 
          <!--This is the POSITIVE class pool (i.e., images that underwent the splicing) --> 
     </PoolSelection> 
     <PoolSelection Id="2"> 
          <ChainSelection> 
               <HasElement Value="Image" MinOccurences="1">MediaType 
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               </HasElement> 
               <HasElement Value="JPEG" MinOccurences="1">Codec</HasElement> 
               <HasNotElement Value="Edit">PerformedAction</HasNotElement> 
          </ChainSelection> 
          <ChainValidation> 
               <Xpath>count(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction[Edited/Insert])=0 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Ensure the image was not edited.</Description> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation/PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Quality)[last()]>80 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Is the quality of last JPEG compression > 80?</Description> 
          </ChainValidation> 
          <Data Id="7"> 
               
<Xpath>(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentIdentifier/Identifier/Hash)[last()] 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>get hash from content to last JPEG encoding/transcoding 
                    step/ 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="8"> 
               
<Xpath>round(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    
PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentProperties/ImageProperties/Size/Height[last()] 
                    div 2) - 127 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region, defined as 
                    [height(image)/2-127 width(image)/2-127] (x-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="9"> 
               
<Xpath>round(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    
PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentProperties/ImageProperties/Size/Width[last()] 
                    div 2) - 127 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region, defined as 
                    [height(image)/2-127 width(image)/2-127] (y-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="10"> 
               <Xpath> 
                    
round(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    
PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentProperties/ImageProperties/Size/Height[last()] 
                    div 2) + 128 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region, defined as 
                    [height(image)/2+127 width(image)/2+127] (x-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="11"> 
               <Xpath> 
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round(/ContentAnnotationChain/ContentAnnotation[PerformedAction/Encoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG" 
                    or 
                    
PerformedAction/Transcoded/ImageEncoding/Codec="JPEG"]/ContentProperties/ImageProperties/Size/Width[last()] 
                    div 2) + 128 
               </Xpath> 
               <Description>Get upper left point of the suspect region, defined as 
                    [height(image)/2+127 width(image)/2+127] (y-coordinate) 
               </Description> 
          </Data> 
          <Data Id="12"> 
               <Xpath>0</Xpath> 
               <Description>Ground truth for this pool</Description> 
          </Data> 
     </PoolSelection> 
     <DetectorMapping> 
          <DetectorId>2</DetectorId> 
          <PoolMapping Id="1"> 
               <InputPrep> 
                    <DataId>1</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>1</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>2</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>2</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>3</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>3</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>4</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>4</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>5</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>5</DetectorArgumentId> 
               </InputPrep> 
               <OutputEval> 
                    <AssertTrue GroupId="1">6</AssertTrue> 
               </OutputEval> 
               <Presentation> 
                    <ShowDeviation GroupId="2" DataId="6">7</ShowDeviation> 
               </Presentation> 
          </PoolMapping> 
          <PoolMapping Id="2"> 
               <InputPrep> 
                    <DataId>7</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>1</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>8</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>2</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>9</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>3</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>10</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>4</DetectorArgumentId> 
                    <DataId>11</DataId> 
                    <DetectorArgumentId>5</DetectorArgumentId> 
               </InputPrep> 
               <OutputEval> 
                    <AssertFalse GroupId="1">6</AssertFalse> 
               </OutputEval> 
               <Presentation> 
                    <ShowDeviation GroupId="3" DataId="12">7</ShowDeviation> 
               </Presentation> 
          </PoolMapping> 
     </DetectorMapping> 
</n1:UseCaseTestDef> 
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3.3.5  Evaluation Results #2 

Group ID 1 Splicing detection 

True Positives 87 

True Negatives 98 

False Positives 2 

False Negatives 13 

Recall 0.87 

Accuracy 0.925 

Precision 0.9775280898876404 

3.4 Conclusion and future work for automatic testing 
The automatic testing approach could be validated for selected detectors, reusing existing test annotations 

and content. It requires some initial setup effort for detectors, but then allows for simple test creation and 

adaption, test reproduction, and reuse of content, given that fine-grain, structured annotations exist. 

Ideas for future improvements include easier definition of test cases via real-time XPATH browsing, more 

extended evaluation especially for multiclass evaluation, ROC curves, confusion matrix support, and several 

minor modifications. 
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4 Appendix 

4.1 ContentAnnotationChain_v0.11.xsd 

 
 
schema location:  ContentAnnotationChain_v0.11.xsd 
attributeFormDefault:   
elementFormDefault:  qualified 
targetNamespace:  rewind 
   
 
Elements  
ContentAnnotationChain  
 
 
 
element ContentAnnotationChain 

diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

properties content  complex 
 

children ContentAnnotation GraphDescription 

annotation documentation 
REWIND schema for content annotation chains 

                
 

 
 

 REWIND schema for content 

 annotation chains

 

 ContentAnnotationChain

 type
 REWIND schema for content

 annotations

 ContentAnnotation

1 ¥..

 type

 Description of the graph, 

 depicting the relations 

 between the contained 

 content annotations (by  

 using the uuid parameter).

 GraphDescription

 type
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element ContentAnnotationChain/GraphDescription 
diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

properties minOcc  0 
maxOcc  1 
content  complex 

 

children JsonGraph XmlGraph 

annotation documentation 
Description of the graph, depicting the relations between the contained content annotations (by using the uuid 
parameter). 

 

 
 
element ContentAnnotationChain/GraphDescription/JsonGraph 

diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

type xs:string 

properties minOcc  0 
maxOcc  1 
content  simple 

 

annotation documentation 
Example: [{"source":"uuid","target":"uuid","type":"is used by"},{"source":"uuid,"target":"uuid","type":"is used by"}] 

 

 
 

 Description of the graph, 

 depicting the relations 

 between the contained 

 content annotations (by  

 using the uuid parameter).

 GraphDescription

 type

 Example: 

 [{"source":"uuid","target":"u

 uid","ty pe":"is used 

 by "},{"source":"uuid,"target"

 :"uuid","ty pe":"is used by "}]

 JsonGraph

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Source and target elements 

 must contain uuids, ty pe is 

 optional.

 XmlGraph

0 ¥..

 type

 Example: 

 [{"source":"uuid","target":"u

 uid","ty pe":"is used 

 by "},{"source":"uuid,"target"

 :"uuid","ty pe":"is used by "}]

 JsonGraph

 type  xs:string

 enum
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element ContentAnnotationChain/GraphDescription/XmlGraph 
diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

properties minOcc  0 
maxOcc  unbounded 
content  complex 

 

children source target type 

annotation documentation 
Source and target elements must contain uuids, type is optional. 

 

 
 
element ContentAnnotationChain/GraphDescription/XmlGraph/source 

diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

 
 
element ContentAnnotationChain/GraphDescription/XmlGraph/target 

diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

 
 
element ContentAnnotationChain/GraphDescription/XmlGraph/type 

diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

 Source and target elements 

 must contain uuids, ty pe is 

 optional.

 XmlGraph

0 ¥..

 type

 source

 type  xs:string

 enum

 target

 type  xs:string

 enum

 type

 type  xs:string

 enum

 source

 type  xs:string

 enum

 target

 type  xs:string

 enum

 type

 type  xs:string

 enum
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type xs:string 

properties minOcc  0 
maxOcc  1 
content  simple 

 

 

4.2 DetectorInOut_v0.2.xsd 

 
 
schema location:  DetectorInOut_v0.2.xsd 
attributeFormDefault:   
elementFormDefault:   
targetNamespace:  rewind 
   
 
Elements  Complex types  
DetectorInOut  DataType  
 FileRefType  

 
 
 
element DetectorInOut 

diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

properties content  complex 
 

children DetectorId Name Version Comm Arg 

 REWIND schems for 

 describing detectors

 DetectorInOut

 type

 G loablly  assigned detector 

 ID (DC -xx)

 DetectorId

 type  xs:int

 enum

 Brief name / description of 

 the detector

 Name

 type  xs:string

 enum

 V ersion of the 

 implementation

 Version

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Describes how  ev aluation 

 serv ice and detector interact

 Comm

 type

 Detector IN and O UT

 Arg

1 ¥..

 type  DataType
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annotation documentation 
REWIND schems for describing detectors 

 

 
 
element DetectorInOut/DetectorId 

diagram 

 

type xs:int 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Gloablly assigned detector ID (DC-xx) 

 

 
 
element DetectorInOut/Name 

diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Brief name / description of the detector 

 

 
 
element DetectorInOut/Version 

diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Version of the implementation 

 

 
 
element DetectorInOut/Comm 

diagram 

 

 Gloablly  assigned detector 

 ID (DC -xx)

 DetectorId

 type  xs:int

 enum

 Brief name / description of 

 the detector

 Name

 type  xs:string

 enum

 V ersion of the 

 implementation

 Version

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Describes how  ev aluation 

 serv ice and detector interact

 Comm

 type

 CommType

 type  xs:string

 enum  Offline CalledViaRest CallAsService CallAsIntegratedCli CallAsIntegratedJavaClass

 CommEndpoint

 type  xs:string

 enum
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properties content  complex 
 

children CommType CommEndpoint 

annotatio
n 

documentation 
Describes how evaluation service and detector interact 

 

 
 
element DetectorInOut/Comm/CommType 

diagram 

 

type restriction of xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

facets Kind  Value  Annotation 
enumeration  Offline   
enumeration  CalledViaRest   
enumeration  CallAsService   
enumeration  CallAsIntegratedCli   
enumeration  CallAsIntegratedJavaClass   

 

 
 
element DetectorInOut/Comm/CommEndpoint 

diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

 
 

 CommType

 type  xs:string

 enum  Offline CalledViaRest CallAsService CallAsIntegratedCli CallAsIntegratedJavaClass

 CommEndpoint

 type  xs:string

 enum
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element DetectorInOut/Arg 
diagram 

 

 DataType

 Detector IN and O UT

 Arg

1 ¥..

 (extension)

 type  DataType

 Should describe the 

 argument purpose (and in 

 case, unit)

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 bool, float, int

 Primitive

 type  xs:string

 enum  int f loat bool

 bool[], float[], int[]

 PrimitiveArray

 type  xs:string

 enum  int[] f loat[] bool[]

 enum

 Enum

1 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum

 enum[]

 EnumerationArray

1 ¥..

 type

 file reference

 FileRef

 type  FileRefType

 attributes

 A rgument Id, must be 

 unique w ithin the detector 

 scope

 Id

 type  xs:int

 A rgument ty pe: "in" or "out"

 Type

 type  xs:string

 A rgument sw itch for 

 command-line call

 Switch

 type  xs:string

 True if detector does not 

 work w ithout this; only  for 

 inputs

 IsMandatory

 type  xs:boolean

 To Easily  sw itch arguments 

 on and off

 IsActive

 type  xs:boolean
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type extension of DataType 

properties minOcc  1 
maxOcc  unbounded 
content  complex 

 

children Description Primitive PrimitiveArray Enum EnumerationArray FileRef 

attributes Name   Type   Use   Default   Fixed   Annotation 
Id   xs:int   required         documentation 

Argument Id, 
must be 
unique within 
the detector 
scope 

 

Type   derived by: 
xs:string   

required         documentation 
Argument 
type: "in" or 
"out" 

 

Switch   xs:string   
         documentation 

Argument 
switch for 
command-line 
call 

 

IsMandatory   xs:boolean   
         documentation 

True if 
detector does 
not work 
without this; 
only for inputs 

 

IsActive   xs:boolean   
         documentation 

To Easily 
switch 
arguments on 
and off 

  

annotation documentation 
Detector IN and OUT 

 

 
 
attribute DetectorInOut/Arg/@Id 

type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Argument Id, must be unique within the detector scope 

 

 
 
attribute DetectorInOut/Arg/@Type 

type restriction of xs:string 

properties use  required 
 

facets Kind  Value  Annotation 
enumeration  out   
enumeration  in   

 

annotation documentation 
Argument type: "in" or "out" 

 

 
 
attribute DetectorInOut/Arg/@Switch 

type xs:string 

annotation documentation 
Argument switch for command-line call 
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attribute DetectorInOut/Arg/@IsMandatory 
type xs:boolean 

annotation documentation 
True if detector does not work without this; only for inputs 

 

 
 
attribute DetectorInOut/Arg/@IsActive 

type xs:boolean 

annotation documentation 
To Easily switch arguments on and off 

 

 
 
complexType DataType 

diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

children Description Primitive PrimitiveArray Enum EnumerationArray FileRef 

used by element  DetectorInOut/Arg 
 

 
 

 DataType

 Should describe the 

 argument purpose (and in 

 case, unit)

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 bool, float, int

 Primitive

 type  xs:string

 enum  int f loat bool

 bool[], float[], int[]

 PrimitiveArray

 type  xs:string

 enum  int[] f loat[] bool[]

 enum

 Enum

1 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum

 enum[]

 EnumerationArray

1 ¥..

 type

 file reference

 FileRef

 type  FileRefType
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element DataType/Description 
diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Should describe the argument purpose (and in case, unit) 

 

 
 
element DataType/Primitive 

diagram 

 

type restriction of xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

facets Kind  Value  Annotation 
enumeration  int   
enumeration  float   
enumeration  bool   

 

annotation documentation 
bool, float, int 

 

 
 
element DataType/PrimitiveArray 

diagram 

 

type restriction of xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

facets Kind  Value  Annotation 
enumeration  int[]   
enumeration  float[]   
enumeration  bool[]   

 

annotation documentation 
bool[], float[], int[] 

 

 
 

 Should describe the 

 argument purpose (and in 

 case, unit)

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 bool, float, int

 Primitive

 type  xs:string

 enum  int f loat bool

 bool[], float[], int[]

 PrimitiveArray

 type  xs:string

 enum  int[] f loat[] bool[]
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element DataType/Enum 
diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties minOcc  1 
maxOcc  unbounded 
content  simple 

 

annotation documentation 
enum 

 

 
 
element DataType/EnumerationArray 

diagram 

 

properties minOcc  1 
maxOcc  unbounded 
content  complex 

 

children Enumeration 

annotation documentation 
enum[] 

 

 
 
element DataType/EnumerationArray/Enumeration 

diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties minOcc  1 
maxOcc  unbounded 
content  simple 

 

 
 

 enum

 Enum

1 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum

 enum[]

 EnumerationArray

1 ¥..

 type

 Enumeration

1 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Enumeration

1 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum
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element DataType/FileRef 
diagram 

 

type FileRefType 

properties content  complex 
 

children RefType MimeType 

annotatio
n 

documentation 
file reference 

 

 
 
complexType FileRefType 

diagram 

 

namespac
e 

rewind 

children RefType MimeType 

used by element  DataType/FileRef 
 

 
 
element FileRefType/RefType 

diagram 

 

type restriction of xs:string 

properties minOcc  1 
maxOcc  unbounded 

 FileRefType

 file reference

 FileRef

 type  FileRefType
 reference ty pes supported by  detector: id (as prov ided by  the storage and testing serv ice), url, absolute paths (lin/w in), 

 relativ e paths (lin/w in)

 RefType

1 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum  msts_id msts_hash_sha256 msts_uuid url abs_path_w in abs_path_lin rel_path_w in rel_path...

 if prov ided, mime ty pes w ill 

 be checked

 MimeType

0 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum

 FileRefType  reference ty pes supported by  detector: id (as prov ided by  the storage and testing serv ice), url, absolute paths (lin/w in), 

 relativ e paths (lin/w in)

 RefType

1 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum  msts_id msts_hash_sha256 msts_uuid url abs_path_w in abs_path_lin rel_path_w in rel_path...

 if prov ided, mime ty pes w ill 

 be checked

 MimeType

0 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum

 reference ty pes supported by  detector: id (as prov ided by  the storage and testing serv ice), url, absolute paths (lin/w in), 

 relativ e paths (lin/w in)

 RefType

1 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum  msts_id msts_hash_sha256 msts_uuid url abs_path_w in abs_path_lin rel_path_w in rel_path...
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content  simple 
 

facets Kind  Value  Annotation 
enumeration  msts_id   
enumeration  msts_hash_sha256   
enumeration  msts_uuid   
enumeration  url   
enumeration  abs_path_win   
enumeration  abs_path_lin   
enumeration  rel_path_win   
enumeration  rel_path_lin   

 

annotation documentation 
reference types supported by detector: id (as provided by the storage and testing service), url, absolute paths (lin/win), 
relative paths (lin/win) 

 

 
 
element FileRefType/MimeType 

diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties minOcc  0 
maxOcc  unbounded 
content  simple 

 

annotation documentation 
if provided, mime types will be checked 

 

 

4.3 UseCaseTestDef_v0.4.xsd 

 
 
schema location:  UseCaseTestDef_v0.4.xsd 
attributeFormDefault:   
elementFormDefault:   
targetNamespace:  rewind 
   
 
Elements  Complex types  
UseCaseTestDef  FilterType  
 
 
 

 if prov ided, mime ty pes w ill 

 be checked

 MimeType

0 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef 
diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

properties content  complex 
 

children TestDefId UseCaseId PoolSelection DetectorMapping 

annotation documentation 
Schema describing how a use case is to be evaluated 

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/TestDefId 

diagram 

 

type xs:int 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Unique test definition Id for the given use case (previous XML definitions with the same TestDefId/UseCaseId 
combination will be overwritten) 

 

 

 Schema describing how  a 

 use case is to be ev aluated

 UseCaseTestDef

 type

 Unique test definition Id for 

 the giv en use case (prev ious

 XML definitions w ith the 

 same TestDefId/UseC aseId 

 combination w ill be 

 ov erw ritten)

 TestDefId

 type  xs:int

 enum

 G loablly  assigned use case 

 ID (UC -xx) for the use case 

 aganst which a detector is 

 tested

 UseCaseId

 type  xs:int

 enum

 Data pool selection for 

 detector ev aluation

 PoolSelection

1 ¥..

 type

 Mapping of chain data to 

 matching detector inputs, 

 and detector outputs to 

 machting chaindata

 DetectorMapping

1 ¥..

 type

 Unique test definition Id for 

 the giv en use case (prev ious

 XML definitions w ith the 

 same TestDefId/UseC aseId 

 combination w ill be 

 ov erw ritten)

 TestDefId

 type  xs:int

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef/UseCaseId 

diagram 

 

type xs:int 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Gloablly assigned use case ID (UC-xx) for the use case aganst which a detector is tested 

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection 

diagram 

 

properties minOcc  1 
maxOcc  unbounded 
content  complex 

 

children ContentFilter ChainValidation Data 

attributes Name   Type   Use   Default   Fixed   Annotation 
Id   xs:int   required         documentation 

Unique pool id 
(unique only 
within XML)  

  

annotation documentation 
Data pool selection for detector evaluation 

 

 
 

 G loablly  assigned use case 

 ID (UC -xx) for the use case 

 aganst which a detector is 

 tested

 UseCaseId

 type  xs:int

 enum

 Data pool selection for 

 detector ev aluation

 PoolSelection

1 ¥..

 type

 attributes

 Unique pool id (unique only  

 w ithin XML) 

 Id

 type  xs:int

 F ilter to pre-select 

 annotations; the prov ided 

 fiters w ill be applied in the 

 giv en order.

 ContentFilter

 type

 F ilter combination to check 

 the chains deriv ed from 

 pre-selected further filter the 

 relev ant nodes

 ChainValidation

 type  FilterType

 Select the data relev ant for 

 the test

 Data

1 ¥..

 type  FilterType
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attribute UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection/@Id 
type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Unique pool id (unique only within XML)  

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection/ContentFilter 

diagram 

 

properties content  complex 
 

children Element Tag 

annotation documentation 
Filter to pre-select annotations; the provided fiters will be applied in the given order. 

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection/ContentFilter/Element 

diagram 

 

type extension of xs:string 

properties content  complex 
 

attributes Name   Type   Use   Default   Fixed   Annotation 
Value   xs:string   

         documentation 
Only elements 
containing this 
value (case-
insensitive) 

  

annotation documentation 
Only selects annotations where the specified XML element is existing 

 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection/ContentFilter/Element/@Value 

type xs:string 

annotation documentation 
Only elements containing this value (case-insensitive) 

 

 

 F ilter to pre-select 

 annotations; the prov ided 

 fiters w ill be applied in the 

 giv en order.

 ContentFilter

 type

 O nly  selects annotations 

 where the specified XML 

 element is existing

 Element

 type  xs:string

 enum

 O nly  selects annotations 

 w ith the giv en tag 

 Tag

 type  xs:string

 enum

 O nly  selects annotations 

 where the specified XML 

 element is existing

 Element

 type  xs:string

 enum

 attributes

 O nly  elements containing 

 this v alue (case-insensitiv e)

 Value

 type  xs:string
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element UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection/ContentFilter/Tag 

diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Only selects annotations with the given tag  

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection/ChainValidation 

diagram 

 

type extension of FilterType 

properties content  complex 
 

children Xpath Description Xquery Description XqueryRef Description 

annotation documentation 
Filter combination to check the chains derived from pre-selected further filter the relevant nodes 

 

 
 

 O nly  selects annotations 

 w ith the giv en tag 

 Tag

 type  xs:string

 enum

 FilterType

 F ilter combination to check 

 the chains deriv ed from 

 pre-selected further filter the 

 relev ant nodes

 ChainValidation

 (extension)

 type  FilterType

1 ¥..

 XPA TH string

 Xpath

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY string

 Xquery

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY file references

 XqueryRef

 type  FileRefType

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection/Data 
diagram 

 

type extension of FilterType 

properties minOcc  1 
maxOcc  unbounded 
content  complex 

 

children Xpath Description Xquery Description XqueryRef Description 

attributes Name   Type   Use   Default   Fixed   Annotation 
Id   xs:int   required         documentation 

Unique data id 
(unique only 
within XML)  

  

annotation documentation 
Select the data relevant for the test 

 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection/Data/@Id 

type xs:int 

 FilterType

 Select the data relev ant for 

 the test

 Data

1 ¥..

 (extension)

 type  FilterType

1 ¥..

 XPA TH string

 Xpath

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY string

 Xquery

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY file references

 XqueryRef

 type  FileRefType

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 attributes

 Unique data id (unique only  

 w ithin XML) 

 Id

 type  xs:int
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properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Unique data id (unique only within XML)  

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping 

diagram 

 

properties minOcc  1 
maxOcc  unbounded 
content  complex 

 

children DetectorId PoolMapping 

annotation documentation 
Mapping of chain data to matching detector inputs, and detector outputs to machting chaindata 

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/DetectorId 

diagram 

 

type xs:int 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Gloablly assigned detector ID (DC-xx) for the detector to be evaluated 

 

 
 

 Mapping of chain data to 

 matching detector inputs, 

 and detector outputs to 

 machting chaindata

 DetectorMapping

1 ¥..

 type

 G loablly  assigned detector 

 ID (DC -xx) for the detector 

 to be ev aluated

 DetectorId

 type  xs:int

 enum

 Data pool mappings to 

 ev aluate detectors against 

 pool data

 PoolMapping

1 ¥..

 type

 Gloablly  assigned detector 

 ID (DC -xx) for the detector 

 to be ev aluated

 DetectorId

 type  xs:int

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping 
diagram 

 

properties minOcc  1 
maxOcc  unbounded 
content  complex 

 

children InputPrep OutputPrep OutputEval Presentation 

attributes Name   Type   Use   Default   Fixed   Annotation 
Id   xs:int   required         documentation 

Unique pool id 
(unique only 
within XML)  

  

annotation documentation 
Data pool mappings to evaluate detectors against pool data 

 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/@Id 

type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Unique pool id (unique only within XML)  

 

 
 

 Data pool mappings to 

 ev aluate detectors against 

 pool data

 PoolMapping

1 ¥..

 type

 attributes

 Unique pool id (unique only  

 w ithin XML) 

 Id

 type  xs:int

 InputPrep

 type

 OutputPrep

 type

 OutputEval

 type

 Presentation

 type
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element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/InputPrep 
diagram 

 

properties content  complex 
 

children DataId DataTransformation DataValidation DetectorArgumentId 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/InputPrep/DataId 

diagram 

 

type xs:int 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Annotation chain data to be provided to the detector, see Id under Data element 

 

 
 

 InputPrep

 type

1 ¥..

 A nnotation chain data to be 

 prov ided to the detector, see

 Id under Data element

 DataId

 type  xs:int

 enum

 Describes how  to transform 

 information, e.g. conv erting 

 from frames to seconds

 DataTransformation

 type  FilterType

 Describes how  to v alidate 

 the transformed information, 

 if necessary , e.g. plausibility  

 checks for actual v alues

 DataValidation

 type  FilterType

 Detector argument for 

 prov iding the data to the 

 detector; Id as defined in the 

 respectiv e DetectorInO ut 

 XML

 DetectorArgumentId

 type  xs:int

 enum

 A nnotation chain data to be 

 prov ided to the detector, see

 Id under Data element

 DataId

 type  xs:int

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/InputPrep/DataTransformation 
diagram 

 

type FilterType 

properties minOcc  0 
maxOcc  1 
content  complex 

 

children Xpath Description Xquery Description XqueryRef Description 

annotation documentation 
Describes how to transform information, e.g. converting from frames to seconds 

 

 
 

 FilterType

 Describes how  to transform 

 information, e.g. conv erting 

 from frames to seconds

 DataTransformation

 type  FilterType

1 ¥..

 XPA TH string

 Xpath

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY string

 Xquery

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY file references

 XqueryRef

 type  FileRefType

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/InputPrep/DataValidation 
diagram 

 

type FilterType 

properties minOcc  0 
maxOcc  1 
content  complex 

 

children Xpath Description Xquery Description XqueryRef Description 

annotation documentation 
Describes how to validate the transformed information, if necessary, e.g. plausibility checks for actual values 

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/InputPrep/DetectorArgumentId 

diagram 

 

type xs:int 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Detector argument for providing the data to the detector; Id as defined in the respective DetectorInOut XML 

 

 

 FilterType

 Describes how  to v alidate 

 the transformed information, 

 if necessary , e.g. plausibility  

 checks for actual v alues

 DataValidation

 type  FilterType

1 ¥..

 XPA TH string

 Xpath

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY string

 Xquery

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY file references

 XqueryRef

 type  FileRefType

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Detector argument for 

 prov iding the data to the 

 detector; Id as defined in the 

 respectiv e DetectorInO ut 

 XML

 DetectorArgumentId

 type  xs:int

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputPrep 

diagram 

 

properties minOcc  0 
maxOcc  1 
content  complex 

 

children DetectorArgumentId DataTransformation DataValidation 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputPrep/DetectorArgumentId 

diagram 

 

type xs:int 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
Detector argument id to retrieve the data to be evaluated; Id as defined in the respective DetectorInOut XML 

 

 
 

 OutputPrep

 type

1 ¥..

 Detector argument id to 

 retriev e the data to be 

 ev aluated; Id as defined in 

 the respectiv e DetectorInO ut 

 XML

 DetectorArgumentId

 type  xs:int

 enum

 Describes how  to transform 

 information, e.g. conv erting 

 from frames to seconds

 DataTransformation

 type  FilterType

 Describes how  to v alidate 

 the transformed information, 

 if necessary , e.g. plausibility  

 checks for actual v alues

 DataValidation

 type  FilterType

 Detector argument id to 

 retriev e the data to be 

 ev aluated; Id as defined in 

 the respectiv e DetectorInO ut 

 XML

 DetectorArgumentId

 type  xs:int

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputPrep/DataTransformation 
diagram 

 

type FilterType 

properties content  complex 
 

children Xpath Description Xquery Description XqueryRef Description 

annotation documentation 
Describes how to transform information, e.g. converting from frames to seconds 

 

 
 

 FilterType

 Describes how  to transform 

 information, e.g. conv erting 

 from frames to seconds

 DataTransformation

 type  FilterType

1 ¥..

 XPA TH string

 Xpath

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY string

 Xquery

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY file references

 XqueryRef

 type  FileRefType

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputPrep/DataValidation 
diagram 

 

type FilterType 

properties content  complex 
 

children Xpath Description Xquery Description XqueryRef Description 

annotation documentation 
Describes how to validate the transformed information, if necessary, e.g. plausibility checks for actual values 

 

 
 

 FilterType

 Describes how  to v alidate 

 the transformed information, 

 if necessary , e.g. plausibility  

 checks for actual v alues

 DataValidation

 type  FilterType

1 ¥..

 XPA TH string

 Xpath

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY string

 Xquery

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY file references

 XqueryRef

 type  FileRefType

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval 
diagram 

 

properties content  complex 
 

children AssertTrue AssertFalse AssertEquals AssertMatches 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertTrue 

diagram 

 

type extension of xs:int 

properties content  complex 
 

attributes Name   Type   Use   Default   Fixed   Annotation 
GroupId   xs:int   required         documentation 

Statements 
with the same 
group Id will 
be grouped 

  

annotation documentation 
check detector output (bool) 

 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertTrue/@GroupId 

type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

 OutputEval

 type

1 ¥..

 check detector output (bool)

 AssertTrue

 type  xs:int

 enum

 check detector output (bool)

 AssertFalse

 type  xs:int

 enum

 check detector output by  

 comparison w ith annotation 

 chain data (enum, int)

 AssertEquals

 type  xs:int

 enum

 check detector output by  

 comparison w ith annotation 

 chain data (int and float) 

 w ith tolerance

 AssertMatches

 type  xs:int

 enum

 check detector output (bool)

 AssertTrue

 type  xs:int

 enum

 attributes

 Statements w ith the same 

 group Id w ill be grouped

 GroupId

 type  xs:int
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annotation documentation 
Statements with the same group Id will be grouped 

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertFalse 

diagram 

 

type extension of xs:int 

properties content  complex 
 

attributes Name   Type   Use   Default   Fixed   Annotation 
GroupId   xs:int   required         documentation 

Statements 
with the same 
group Id will 
be grouped 

  

annotation documentation 
check detector output (bool) 

 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertFalse/@GroupId 

type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Statements with the same group Id will be grouped 

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertEquals 

diagram 

 

type extension of xs:int 

properties content  complex 
 

attributes Name   Type   Use   Default   Fixed   Annotation 
DataId   xs:int   required         documentation 

Annotation 
chain data 

 

GroupId   xs:int   required         documentation 
Statements 
with the same 
group Id will 
be grouped 

  

annotation documentation 

 check detector output (bool)

 AssertFalse

 type  xs:int

 enum

 attributes

 Statements w ith the same 

 group Id w ill be grouped

 GroupId

 type  xs:int

 check detector output by  

 comparison w ith annotation 

 chain data (enum, int)

 AssertEquals

 type  xs:int

 enum

 attributes

 A nnotation chain data

 DataId

 type  xs:int

 Statements w ith the same 

 group Id w ill be grouped

 GroupId

 type  xs:int
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check detector output by comparison with annotation chain data (enum, int) 
 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertEquals/@DataId 

type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Annotation chain data 

 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertEquals/@GroupId 

type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Statements with the same group Id will be grouped 

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertMatches 

diagram 

 

type extension of xs:int 

properties content  complex 
 

attributes Name   Type   Use   Default   Fixed   Annotation 
DataId   xs:int   required         documentation 

Annotation 
chain data 

 

RelTolerance   xs:float   
         documentation 

+/- tolerance 
in % 

 

AbsTolerance               documentation 
+/- tolerance 
absolute 

 

GroupId   xs:int   required         documentation 
Statements 
with the same 
group Id will 
be grouped 

  

annotation documentation 
check detector output by comparison with annotation chain data (int and float) with tolerance 

 

 check detector output by  

 comparison w ith annotation 

 chain data (int and float) 

 w ith tolerance

 AssertMatches

 type  xs:int

 enum

 attributes

 A nnotation chain data

 DataId

 type  xs:int

 +/- tolerance in %

 RelTolerance

 type  xs:f loat

 +/- tolerance absolute

 AbsTolerance

 type

 Statements w ith the same 

 group Id w ill be grouped

 GroupId

 type  xs:int
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attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertMatches/@DataId 

type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Annotation chain data 

 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertMatches/@RelTolerance 

type xs:float 

annotation documentation 
+/- tolerance in % 

 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertMatches/@AbsTolerance 
annotation documentation 

+/- tolerance absolute 
 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputEval/AssertMatches/@GroupId 

type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Statements with the same group Id will be grouped 

 

 
 
element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/Presentation 

diagram 

 

properties minOcc  0 
maxOcc  1 
content  complex 

 

children ShowDeviation 

 
 

 Presentation

 type

1 ¥..

 show detector output v s 

 w ith annotation chain data 

 comparison (int and float)

 ShowDeviation

 type  xs:int

 enum
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element UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/Presentation/ShowDeviation 
diagram 

 

type extension of xs:int 

properties content  complex 
 

attributes Name   Type   Use   Default   Fixed   Annotation 
DataId   xs:int   required         documentation 

Annotation 
chain data 

 

GroupId   xs:int   required         documentation 
Statements 
with the same 
group Id will 
be grouped 

  

annotation documentation 
show detector output vs with annotation chain data comparison (int and float) 

 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/Presentation/ShowDeviation/@DataId 

type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Annotation chain data 

 

 
 
attribute UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/Presentation/ShowDeviation/@GroupId 

type xs:int 

properties use  required 
 

annotation documentation 
Statements with the same group Id will be grouped 

 

 
 

 show  detector output v s 

 w ith annotation chain data 

 comparison (int and float)

 ShowDeviation

 type  xs:int

 enum

 attributes

 A nnotation chain data

 DataId

 type  xs:int

 Statements w ith the same 

 group Id w ill be grouped

 GroupId

 type  xs:int
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complexType FilterType 
diagram 

 

namespace rewind 

children Xpath Description Xquery Description XqueryRef Description 

used by elements  UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection/ChainValidation UseCaseTestDef/PoolSelection/Data 
UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/InputPrep/DataTransformation 
UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputPrep/DataTransformation 
UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/InputPrep/DataValidation 
UseCaseTestDef/DetectorMapping/PoolMapping/OutputPrep/DataValidation 

 

annotation documentation 
xpath/xquery filter chain 

 

 
 
element FilterType/Xpath 

diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
XPATH string 

 

 
 

 xpath/xquery  filter chain

 FilterType

1 ¥..

 XPA TH string

 Xpath

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY string

 Xquery

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY file references

 XqueryRef

 type  FileRefType

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XPA TH string

 Xpath

 type  xs:string

 enum
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element FilterType/Description 
diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

 
 
element FilterType/Xquery 

diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

annotation documentation 
XQUERY string 

 

 
 
element FilterType/Description 

diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

 
 
element FilterType/XqueryRef 

diagram 

 

type FileRefType 

properties content  complex 
 

children RefType MimeType 

annotatio documentation 

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 XQ UERY string

 Xquery

 type  xs:string

 enum

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum

 FileRefType

 XQ UERY file references

 XqueryRef

 type  FileRefType
 reference ty pes supported by  detector: id (as prov ided by  the storage and testing serv ice), url, absolute paths (lin/w in), 

 relativ e paths (lin/w in)

 RefType

1 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum  msts_id msts_hash_sha256 msts_uuid url abs_path_w in abs_path_lin rel_path_w in rel_path...

 if prov ided, mime ty pes w ill 

 be checked

 MimeType

0 ¥..

 type  xs:string

 enum
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n XQUERY file references 
 

 
 
element FilterType/Description 

diagram 

 

type xs:string 

properties content  simple 
 

 
 

 Description

 type  xs:string

 enum


